CIRCULAR

Sub: APSCHE – University Matters Section – e-Bulletin of APSCHE - regarding.

This is to inform that the AP State Council of Higher Education has launched e-Bulletin from April, 2021, with a quarterly/half yearly edition, titled the Illumino of AP State Council of Higher Education consists of Pradhana Ansam – a theme paper where one of the academic or administrative aspects are briefed. The selection of the theme paper is based on its usefulness to faculty and/or students. Kāryakalāpālu - short briefs on the recent activities of the APSCHE and those of the Department of Higher Education, Govt. of AP are included in the e-bulletin. In order to bring awareness on some of the regulations of the Government of AP or Central Government or UGC, which are explicated in Nibandhanalu. Nivēdika – summarises one of the Reports of either of APSCHE or UGC or State or Central Governments. Another feature of the e-bulletin is a concise report of one or two innovations in science and technology or those that could bring about a societal change. This feature is to generate new ideas among innovating students or draw students and faculty towards innovations. Mārga-darsī is another facet in the e-bulletin dealing with career guidance for students. Every issue of e-bulletin will speak about the career prospects of one area or other under this. Viśleśaṇa deals with statistical analysis of data pertaining to higher education.

In this background, the Council invites information from all concerned in the Universities and Colleges in the State of AP, from time to time, on the following and send to email ID is jdapsche2021@gmail.com.

1. Innovations in the University / College by the Students / Teachers – a brief write up with photographs.

2. Best Practices introduced in the Universities / Colleges – a brief write up and outcome of the Best practices.

3. Note on Career Planning – Importance of the Programme / subject, educational opportunities and employment opportunities.

The AP State Council of Higher Education has the authority to decide the publication of the above in the e-bulletin. The publication of information will be duly acknowledged in the e-bulletin.

To
All concerned stake holders